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Si'vii ty flat-car loads id the United States Army's mechanized
cavalry brigade invaded Fulton on
Monday morning, as they rolled
through the New Yards of the Illinois Central System. Local citizens
who saw the unusual display of
military equipment, which was returning to Fort Knox, Ky., alba
participating in the army games in
Louisiana. were impressed by the
sight.
Tii Fultonians, who seldom have
the opportunity to see Army equipment in such large quantities, th4'
outfit seemed enormous The equipment included 100 tank -like
combat cars, armored tanks, radio
trucks, equipped with both sending
and receiving sets and supply
trucks.
Awesome as the equipment seemed ta bystanders, Captain Heiberg
Wait
not
too
greatly Impressed.
"TI
brigade, the only one in the
Arms y which is completely mechanized, is one-fourth the sizi• of a German mechanized division," he said.
"And Germany has 12 such divisions.A troop train returning to home
quarters at Fort Knox also passed
through Fulton Tuesday morning.

At
CARDINALS LEAD IN 'WILSON HALL WILL Roles Adopted
Softball Meeting WITH THE TIGERS
SOFTBALL LEAGUE
RECEIVE DEGREE
, DAY BY DAY
Ai the weekly meeting of the
directors of the Fulton Softball
League, members decided unanimously that eligibility lists of players for the league must be in the
hands of the president, Dr. Don P.
Hawkins, each Monday morning of
the. week. They also decided that
the rules voted on hi the beginning
are to be strictly adhered to, that
each player must be enrolled in
one of the Sunday schools, and
roust attend at least twice each
month to be eligible to play.
An executive committee consisting of Dr Hawkins, chairman, Rev.
Woodrow Fuller and W H. Cravens was appointed. Rev. Fuller was
appointed official interpreter of
the rules. Rev. W. H. Saxon. official score keeper, will be assisted
by William !teary Edwards.
In the absence of Edward Pugh.
secretary, Robert Binford acted as
secretary.
Another light pole is to be placed
on the grounds before the game on
Monday night, and other changes
made in the lighting system. The
Janitor at the South Fulton school
hag been
hired to care for the
grounds and equipment, and to
prepare the grounds for playing before each game.
According to rules made at this
meeting. non-residents of Fulton
are barred from playing in the
league.
Fred Hassell was named as publicity chairman.

KITTY LEAGUE STANDING
Wilson Hall of Fulton will receive
(Thursday)
his degree from Larributh College
Team
W L Pct.
in Jackson on Thursday, June 6, at
Jackson
14 7 .687
the commeneement everoses which
Union City
13 8 .619
will be held in the college auditor12 9 .571
Paducah
ium. Tvso of the trustees of the
Bawling Green
10
9 .526
College wdl be speakers at the
9 12 .429
Mayfield .
commencement
exercises.
Rev
8 12 .400
FULTON
C. N. Jolley, District SurierintendOwensboro
8 12 .400
ant of the Paris Distre t of the
8 13 .381
Hopkinsvi 1 le
Methodist Church and firmer pas--tor of the First Methodist Church
PADUCAH 6—FULTON 4
at Fulton, will preach the commenIn the first game of a doublecement sermon at the First Methheader here Friday night the Paodist Church in Jackson on Sunducah Indians beat the Fulton
day, June 2. and Mr. L. L. Fonville,
Tigers 6 to 4 Paducah had Grily 6
prorninie t attorney of Jackson, will
hits to the Tigers 11. Elko, Tiger
dele.er the commencement address
Tonight at 7:30 o'clocx, the Methleftfielder. had 3 hits out of five
e cni.age auditerium on Thursodist Dodgers will play the Meth- day morning. June 6.
times at bat.
odist Bulls, and in the second game
Score by Innings:
R H F.
Mr. Hall has been very illative in
the Methodist Tigers will meet the
003 010 101-6 6 1
Paducah
all college affairs in the past four
Christian Crusaders.
001 110 100-4 11 1
Fulton
On Monday night the Blues will years. He is a ministerial student.
Paducah — Wright,
Batteries:
play the Crusaders, the Royals will and served as an assistant in the
Bawlzer and Stewart; Fulton—
play the Bulls.
Religion department fir the last
Sprute and Mobley.
The Dodgers and Whites, and the three years and of the Christian
Tigers and Cardinals will meet on Movement Council for the last two.
FULTON 6—PADUCAH 4
He was elected a member of the
Tuesday night.
Fulton won the second game FriStudent Council this year and has
Softball Standings
day night by a score of 8 to 4. Ko•
Team
W L Pct. been a member of the Deputation
shay and Filchock each had 2 hits
Cardinals (Be
4 0 1 000 Committee for the last two years.
out of 3 trips to the plate for FulBlues (liti
.750 He was also a member of Lambuth's
3 1
ton.
Yearly Expenditures
Crusaders (C)
2 1
.666 six-man football team. Mr. Hall has
R H F.
Score by innings!
Of Illinois Central Tigers (MI
.. 2 1
.666 made many friends since his stay
000 00s 4-4 10 1
.
Paducah
Dodgers (M)
.686 at Lambuth began.
. 2 1
100 520 x-8 9 4
Fulton
According to a recent annual re- Bulls (M) .
1 2 .333
Paducah — Grubbs,
Batteries:
port of the Illinois Central System, Royals (C)
0 4 .00)) Dance Recital Tuesday
Bawlzer, Feakens and Cook; Fulton
the major expenditures during 1939 Whites (13)
0 4 .030
—Gentry and Mobley.
Night At Science Hall
amounted to $84,301,471. Of this
amount $9.004.601 was spent in the GOOD CROWD SEES
PADUCAH 7—FULTON 5
Mrs Mary Frances Spear, assiststate of Kentucky, as follows:
"BEANIE IT ON LOVE" ed by Miss Ruth Knighton and
In the third game of the series
Employes. 3.638. payroll $5,743,with Paducah. the Fulton Tigers
Miss Winne Frances Price, present626; purchases $2.545.512; water, "Blame It on Love." a feature
MRS. J. W. HACKETT
were defeated 7 to 5 here Sunday
ed the annual recital of her dance
534,966; electricity. $78.623; phone picture which was shown at the
Mrs. Margaret Letitia liatkett. afternoon. The game was a close
class Tuesday evening at the
services, $10,307; taxes, $591.561.
Fulton Theatre Tuesday afternoon, Science Hall. Music was furnished 76 years of age. died Sunday morn- one. but Paducah sensed to get all
In Fulton County expenses were under the auspices of Bennett Elecisy the Fulton High School orches- ing at her home on Norman street,'the breaks.
as follows: for 426 employes. pay- tric. local Hotpoint dealer, was atR H E
Score by innings:
tra, directed by Yewell Harrison. after a brief illness. Funeral serroll. $682.856; purchases, $37,202; tended by a full house, Mr. Bennett
200 010 310-7 16 2
Those on program were Winna vices were held Tuesday afternoon,Paducah .
water. $350; electricity. $4,672, tele- stated this week.
000 021 110-5 10 3
,Frances Price. Rutn Knighton. Rose at the First Methodist, conducted!Fulton .
phone 5378; taxes. $13.517—totaling
The show was enjoyed by all. Parker. Amelia Parrish. Nancy Wil- by Rev. W. li. Saxon. Burial was
Paducah—McGlothin,
Batteries:
$739.005.
and Mr. Bennett was well pleased son. Jacqueline Gallaher:. Mary in Fairs iew cemetery in charge of Kulp and Stewart: Fulton—Hoppe,
with the response shown by his , Mozelle Crafton. Doris Branch, Hornbeak Funeral Home.
Bunkin, McGillen and Moblay, Jesh.
friends and patrons. The Hotpoint Phyllis Lynn Cook. Marilee BeadActive pallbearers were Leon
MORE FARM HONIES
theatre!les, Betty Ann Pearson, Katherine Browder. Hoyt Moore. Ernest Fall,
lobby
of
the
displays
in
the
:MAYFIELD II—FULTON 1111
GET RF:A SERVICE
attracted much interest among those t Louise Hancock. Jane Allison Odam, Joe Davis, Smith Atkins and J. W.
An eighth-inning rally netting 4
attended
the
picture.
Honorary pallbearers runs gave the Mayfield Browns a
James Bagby. Rice Owen and Gay Stockdale.
Fulton-Hickman Counties Hula] who
were Joe Bennett, A. G. Baldridge.I victory in the afternoon game of a
Spain, guest artist
Electrification System is extending
R. H. Wade, J. E. Hannephin. K. P. doubleheader there Monday. The
its lines to sixteen more farm homes PIANO AND VOICE RECITAL
WEDNESDAY NIGHT,GOLIGHTLY SPEAKS
Dalton, M. I. Boulton, Dick Bard. Tigers outhit the Browns 14 to 10,
near Fulton. Tl,e bCivice is expected
AT LIONS CLUB L S Phillips, T. T. Boaz. Frank but the wildness of four Fulton
to be available about June 10. The
Mrs. R. S Matthews presented
Cole, Walter Joyner and T. M. pitchers cost them the game. 11 to
following homes west of Fulton are
her piano and %owe class in its anMr. Golightly, superintendent of Franklin.
10.
on the new loop:
Mrs Hackett was the daughter of
R H E
Score by innings.
Eaton Browder, Rupert Browder. nual recital Wednesday night at 'the Paducah district of the Prubegin- dential Insurance Company, was the late John and Mary Welch Fulton . . 211 303 000-10 14 4
Church.
First
Methodist
the
Gusaie Browder, Frank Stroud, Lon
1
012 022 04x-11 10 I
Brown. Clarence Caldwell, Hillman ning at 8 o'clock. Red and white the guest speaker at the weekly Roach. and was born November 20, i Mayfield
FUltUlt. Practically her
Bail,'see, Fuitoti—Nlat15,11. McCollier, Raymond Gambill, Robert roses and ones were used 111 tIta- meeting ot toe local Lions Club on
orating
the
auditorium.
Friday. He made a most Interesting entire life has been spent in Ful- Gillen, Bunkin. Sprute and Jesh;
Watts, Wilburn Hardy, Maletus
Thirty-six numbers were present- and entertaining talk on "Sense ton. On January 10. 1886, she was Mayfield—Bernsen. Gaiter and CarBrown. Julius Tucker, Silas Bruce.
and
and Nonsense.- Robert 13Inford was married to J. W. Hackett. who sur- rola. Tate
Fred Brady, Will Whenell and ed by the pupils in a pleasing
charming manner, showing the pa- program leader and introduced the vives. For many years Mr. Hackett
Floyd Hardy.
tience and untiring efforts of their speaker.
operated one of the busiest groceryMAYFIELD 23—FULTON 9
teacher.
Other guests were Guy Duley, stores in Fulton and Mrs Hackett
The Browns unleashed a heavy
PERSONALS
superintendent of the local insur• was an able assistant. She was a batting attack to defeat the Tigers
ance office. Messrs. Polk. Morgan loyal and devoted member of the 23 to 9 in the night game Monday.
I. C. NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. R. le Pugh of Banand Cobb of the Paducah Lions Methodist Church and was always Lowman. Mayfield first baseman.
dana. Ky.. spent the week end with
T. K. Williams, superintendant. Club. and Messrs. Davis and Atte- a praminent worker in the woman's hit a homer in the sixth with two
their son. Edward Pugh. and Mrs. Water Valley, Miss., was in Fulton bery of the Hickman club.
circles.
men on. Mel Reist, who joined the
She leaves one daughter. Mrs. Tigers Monday. scored four singles
Pugh on Eddings street.
Tuesday,
Oral Margaret Rogers of Boise. Ida- out of 5 trips to the plate.
Mr. and Mrs. K. Hamra. Miss
H. K. Buck, trainmaster. Jackson.
Amilene Hamra and Miss Addle was here Tuesday.
Ft LTON HOSPITAL ho: one grandson. James H. Rogers Score by innings:
R H E
of Boise: and a brother. L. B. Roach Fulton
Homra spent Sunday with relatives
200 021 022— 9 16 3
J. D. Tuttle. manager of PerishMary Ruth Owen of Hickman of Austin. Texas.
in Portagevillte Mo.
Mayfield
034 006 37x-23 21 1
able Freight Service. Chicago. was
had a tonsil operation Wednesday.
Mrs. N. W. Tucker of Baltimore, in Fulton Wednesday.
Batteries: Fulton—Gentry. BunkMrs Ruth Brock was admitted
Maryland. was the week-end guest
JOHN T. MORRIS
W. E. McC.ley, supervising agent.
in. Madsen, McGillen and Jesh;
John T. Morris, 74. died about Mayfield—Olsen and Carrola.
of Mr and Mrs. Guy Tucker on New Orleans, was in Fulton Wed- Monday for treatment.
Mrs. P. H Bridges. Hickman, 2:30 Wednesday morning at his
Pearl street.
nesday.
Robert Furlong and Leonard SanUNION CITT I4—TIGERS 6
P. H. Ryan, traveling engi tese Route 2, is improving after an ap- home on Jefferson street. Funeral
services were held Thursday, afterofsky spent Sunday in Herrin and Paducah, was in Fulton Wednesday. pendectomy.
The Union
City Greyhounds
Marion. III.
Mary E Holland. Hickman, had neon at New Hope Church in swamped the Tigers Tuesday night
V. M. Pirtle, fuel engineer. PaMr. H. J. Hamra and son. Henry. ducat, was in Fulton Wednesday. her tonsie• removed Wednesday. Weakley County. Tenn.. and Rev 14 to 6 in the Union City park. Fulhave tete:mei to their home in
Joyce and Ernest Phillips of Hick- Cayce Pentecost was in charge. ton used three pitchers, who allowT. E. Downard. super of
Bristol, Okla., after several weeks bridge and buildings, Paducase was man had their tonsils removed Wed- Burial in the church cemetery was ed the Greyhounds 13 hits.
in charge of Hornbeak Funeral
visit with relatives in Fulton.
nesday.
R H E
Score by innings
here Wednesday.
Home.
Mr and Mrs. Wrenn Coulter left
Fulton
000 020 040— 6 6 1
G. E Marna, foreman of w .ter
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Union City
Sunday for Danville. Ill., where works, Paducah. was here Wednss- EARL STF:VENS WINS
218 000 03y-14 13 2
IN MASON-DIXON MEET Mary Morris, and six children. Curthey will make their home.
Batteries: Fulton—Sprute. Coyne.
day.
tis Morris. Mrs. Ardell Laws, Miss Madsen and Jesh;
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Plott of St
Union City—
I D. Holmes, trainmaster. attendEarl Stevens. son of Mrs. Etta Irene Morris. Detroit, Miss Ethel Maren and Martin. Ledbetter.
LOUIS, Mo. spent the week-end with ed a meeting in Supt. tiones WStevens of Water Valley, won the Morris, Clarence Morris and John
relatives here
hey. Paducah, Monday.
Miss Lillian Hamra is visiting her
FULTON 17-1:NlON CITY Is
A. U Givens, traveling agent Mason-Dixon high jump champion- Elbert Morris of Fulton He also
ship recently, by scaling the bar at leaves one sister, Mrs Lela Morris.
sister, Mrs Sam Hamra. in Steele, Jackson, was in Fulton Tuesday
The Fulton Tigers came out ef a
Mo.
C S. Ward, supervisor, was in six feet, breaking the old record of and one brother. Harvey Morris, losing streak here Wednesday night
5 feel. 10,5 inches He received a both of Martin; and five grand- when they beat the league leading
Mrs W B Amlx‘rg of Hickman Dyersburg Tuesday.
children
has returned to her home after sevW. H. Purcell, supervisor, was ie gold medal
Union City Greyhounds by a score
FIRST QUOTA REACHED IN
Young Stevens represented Galof 17 to 10. Manager Jim Poole had
RED CROSS DRIVE eral weeks visit in Lexington. Ky.. Jackson TuesSay.
LODGESTON CLUB TO
with her daughter. Mrs. M. G. KanT. M. Pittman, division engineer. laudet College of Washington, D. C..
the hits for the home team, inc:udCONVENE
Water Valley, was in Fulton IV's- where he is a student His team fining 1 home runs. Sacovich led
The first quota of $400 was corn- ner
ished in fifth place, and he was the
The June meeting of the Lodge- the visitors with four hits.
Mrs Malcolm Chambers and Mrs day
rleted in the Red Cross drive held
W. H Dexter. Fruit Dispatch Co.. only student from his college to ston Homemakers Club will be held
R H E
Score by innings:
here yesterday for European Emer- Preston Watson of Martin. Tenn.,
Ness Orleans, was here Wednesday win first place. He jumped against Thesday. June 4, at their club Union City
101 020 321-10 13 8
gency funds. The aid goes to all were visitors in Fulton Sunday.
Mrs. Ed Ekles and Miss Emma
J W. Kern, superintendent. Pa- 22 competitors from ten other col- house, beginning at 1:30 P M flee- Fulton
141 601 13x-17 14 6
European countries except GerBatteries
Union City—Arnold
many. Russia, and Japan. who re- Johnaon Burton of Memphis Tenn, ducah. was in Fulton Tuesday night leges and universities He is well ting new officers and reviewing of
C J Kerney, division engineer, known in this vicinity, and former- the year's work will be the major and Ledbetter, Martin: Fulton—
fused assistance J H Davis was were guests of Mr. and Mrs Guy
discussion.
Paducah. WAS here Tuesday night ly worked in THE NEWS office.
Tucker on Peatl street Sunday
Hoppe. Gentry and Mobley.
thadman of this drive.

NVIV.% the Time to Subscribe To
Your Community Paper—
Free Theatre Tickets
----Hundreds have already taken advantage of the special subacr.ption
offer now being made by THE
NEWS. You may now get a twoyear subscription for the price of
one year—only I11.00—and receive
free five theatre tickets. When have
you had an opportunity like this?
THE NEWS carries the local
nev.-s. Correspondents in the rural
territory write about the various
communities, and the editor is striving to add more correspondents. If
your cammunity is not represented
in this paper, send us the name of
some p sson who you think would
make a good correspondent.
If you are now a subscriber, now
Is the time to renew your subscription. Delinquent subscribers must
te dropped from the list. So why
miss an issue? Subscribe now. Two
years for no dollar—and five theatre tickets ree Just look over this
list of thus elm have taken advantage of this Special Subscription Offer in the past few days:
Mrs. P. H. Collier
al le L. Bowers
Laura Reeves
Mrs. M. L. Bowlin
Mrs. Elizabeth Reams
L D. Blakemore
Luther Bell
D. A. Rogers
Hera Shelton
C. R. Williams
Neal Ward
John Freeman
0. C. Hastings
R. L. Jonakin
Dr. Don P. Hawkins
Oscar Fortner
Carl Puckett
E. T. Bennett
City Meat Market
Hoyt Giffin
W. H. Donoho
Troy Carlisle
Joe Conner
Mrs. J. D. Robbins
Mrs. Walter G. Tidwell
Mrs. Ben F. Moore
Mrs. Lockie Fletcher
J. B. Kearby
Mrs. B. C. Vaughn
Cledus Allen
Mrs. G. H. Dallas
0. E. Nanney
H. C. Carlisle
Everett Boyd
K P. Dalton
F. B. Dallas
R. C. Crocker
Marshall Grissom
Brownlee di Shaw
Mrs. Thomas Wilson
Mrs. W. M. Bennett
H. B. Houston
Susie Scofield
Mrs. J. E. Boaz
Mrs. F. K. Cunningham
Mrs. J. T. Bradley
Mrs. Letcher Watkins
K. H. Moore
Arlie Batts
S. A. Notes
Claud Curtsinger
Luther Byars
Charles Burgess
E. L. Cobb
E. B. Moore
Mrs. R. H. Black
Mrs. Herman Roberts
Lucy B. Scott
M. J. Lame
Mrs. Myatt Johnson
Fannie O'Nan
Coffee Shop
J. L. Collier
Mrs. C. I. Gardnc,
Lowe's Cafe
Mrs. J. W. Thomas
Lon Adams
Ed W. Morris
Eugene Bondtarant
Lucien Browder
Mrs R. S Matthews
Herman Sams

The Baptist Cardinals are now
head of the Fulton Softball League
in the eight team's standing. Following are the games that have
in-en played this week:
Thuraday. May 23--First game,
Methodist Bulls 8, Baptist Whites
7; second game, Baptist Cardinals
7, Christian Crusaders U.
Monday, May 27—First game,
Baptist Cardinals 17. Methodist
Bulls 3, second game—Methodist
Tigers 23, Christian Royals 4.
Tuesday, May 28—First game,
Baptist Cardinals
12. Christian
Royal!. 9; second, Baparit Blues 13.
Baptist Whites 5.
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The Fulton COURif News Election of a cotton farmer to the
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ence between the cost of • poor or
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The decline in mortality among
usual procedure. but It happened a
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------light of the
American babies in recent years hair
be
adend as second class matter June few days ago. and in the
always
should
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herd
The
been • logtoren most gratifying, arid has been
Mk ISM, at the post office at Fulton facts it appears to have
a purehred. This bed& true regardlargely due to the increased use of
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SIP, ender the act of March 3, 111711. ical and wise action.
used
he
to
is
he
less if whether
'hospital facilities by niothenutedie,
The farmer in question is Oscar
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same
the.
purebred sows of
Card of Thank*, Johnston
Mississippi, whom
of
'according to a bulletin of the Hosgrade sows, or for crossing on an.
aligheem Notices and Political Cards choice as a director of the Illinois
pital Research Institute (if Chicago.
will
sire'
other breed. The purebred
sidlipd at the rates specified by Central is in keeping with a policy
'It in stated that nearly 50 per cent
more of his qualities to
transmit
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adopted two years ago, whereby
of all babies born last year first saw
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the
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should
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type
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governmen
Icing-legged I11114 en the other. The 54 babies out of every 1,000 before
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rapid gaining end prolific qualities 'ago the death rate was 74 out of
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deciding whether he is getting his
worth.
and yet sire pigs that will be fat 1,000.
by him since 1933 are those of
enough few market when they
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of
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"Witch One,
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Pennsylvania comes
unless the selection, feeding and baby baskets.
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every
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•: "b,voster" (an persuade them city. He is now deputy chairman jan king, the city was finally over- NOW IS GOOD TIME TO BUY
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BREEDING HOGS
• srhusiastii ally back the spend- of the board of directors of the Fed- come by means of a clever strataAs the better care available to
prothe
for
whether
sows,
brood
s.ig of tremendous sums of tax mon- eral Reserve Bank of St. Louis.
gem.
or breed- 'mothers and infants in hospitals beSuccessful swine men say that duction of slaughter hogs
ey for 'local betterment." Whether
generally recognized,
One of Mr. Johnston's chief inabandon the siege,
to
Pretending
stock, type is of utmost import- comes more
ing
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a
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sewer,
prices
a
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now
a
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a
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that the percentage of
terests at present is the National the Greeksl ft the wooden horse
Sows or gilts selected should it is expected
once.
is
they
cycle
the
else,
if
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the
anything
around
or
gihrygrinznd
,Cotton Council, of which he is the outside the walls end withdrew.
conformation hospital-born babies will be still
the best time to increase breeding possess the type and
endorse it wholeheartedly, irres-'founder and president. The object
ts of further increased. The best efforts
Trojans brought the horse in- ,
The
requiremen
the
fulfills
that
Robinson,
or
S.
J.
costs,
to
it
much
according
herds,
pective of how
of the medical world are being delet this organisation is to increase side as a trophy of war That night,
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their
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market
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l
needed.
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Um little it may
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should
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too,
Then
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be
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u
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a
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it
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Certajnly
el a nutshell, is one of
ton at home and abroad. His wide came out of the horse and opened: specialist.
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type,
in
possible
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as
be
of
sitlines
fiscal
blood
the
111011mons for our desperate
experience- and proved ability will the gates, allowing the Greek army'time to improve
in this
our breeding stock by replacing the quality, and breed, for only
:mason. Shrewd buyers that we are make him a valuable addition to
Mrs. Helen Hursey if Dallies, Tex,
the Trojans could
Before
enter.
to
sows with animals way can the greatest benefit be
and
boars
scrub
as individuals. we have proven our- the Illinois Central's board.
in court that her husband
the city was
.testified
resistance.
organize
boar.
good
a
of
use
from
derived
of improved breeding, he says.
selves to be suckers when it cornea
"slept in a red skullcap and leather
looted and burned.
to spending tax money.
sebe
jacket, and woke me up every
Good breeding stock can
The boar is half the breeding
! Whether mythical or real, the
THE TROJAN HORSE
It's easy enough to blame the polprices. This Is morning at 4 o'clock doing calishorse has been for centuries' herd and this fact should be kept cured at reasonable
conTrojan
have
lately
dispatches
War
they
certainly
and
iticians for this,
opportune time to get some bet- thenics in bed."
to "the the symbol of deception and treach-' uppermost in mind in the selection. an
nave been a factor in favor of reck- tained numerous references
in the breeding
story is told in classic feeding, and management of herd ter bred animals
its
and
with
cry,
connection
in
horse,"
Trojan
refact
less prodigality. But the
up the- breedWhen he fell off a bench, Joseph
the Iliad of Homer. i boars. There is no economy more herds and to shape
notably
'epics,
disguised
and
spies
of
planting
the
exams that we elect the politicians,
for nations of false than the purchase of an in- ing herd so that the farm will be Callahan of Chicago was "bitten"
warning
a
contains
infor
It
marked
countries
in
troops
and they can't keep their jobs withhigher near the right eye- by his own false
when
stocked
a few properly
Groups of today, as many of them are now ferior boar merely because he
out our approval. The public gets vasion by Germany.
than a good one. prices come rather than having to teeth
cheaper
dollars
realize.
to
beginning
have
rs
sympathize
Nazi
tie tend of representation it descr- Nazis or
all
ies. If the people want to court na- thus been organized in virtually
By PERCY CROSBY
tional bankruptcy, as they appar- parts of the world.
HEIGHTS AND DEPTHS
When There's a Boy In the Family.
The original Trojan horse Was a
to
appears
ours
=By have in the past, the politicof
earth
This old
I
inside.
eeis will gladly follow their lead, huge wooden one, hollow
have a pretty rough unlace, but
.1- BOAMINIGNIM
several
lowthe
from
aed vote for every spending mess- and capable of holding
although the distance
1- ef
I
anWILLIAM HOW IS IT
age that comes up. If the people soldiers. Its story is told of the
est ocean depth to the summit of
war
legendary
perhaps
and
cient
independand
local
THAT THERE IS ONLYgo9.99
rant economy
the highest mountain is approxiff
between the Greeks and the people mately 64.500 feet, or a little more
due, they can have it.
OUT OF THAT $20 BILL I
.1
,
l'he responsibility comes straight of Troy, about 1200 years before .than 12 miles. this is not relatively
H
TOLD you To CHANCE?
tut—
.
i-t
lime to the voters. In the long run. Christ.
'great when ins considered that the
besieged
has
Greeks
the
After
they make all public policies. And
earth's diameter is nearly 8,000
YA,MA
'I WELL ILL TELL
they have made the present policy Troy for about ten years in an ef- miles.
Helen,
of
the
release
to
obtain
Of focal insanity that has brought fort
IE THE NERVE
T
'
Mount Everest of the Himalayas.
DIDN
with it the most serious debt and wife of Menelaus, who had been in Indo-China, is the highest mounTo ASK THE GROCER TO
abducted by Paris. son of the Tro- tain, rising to 29.141 feet. The greattax problem in our history.
t20 131a WITH
CHANGE
discovered
far
so
est ocean depth
Or CliSTOPIEWS
.is 35.400 feet, near the island of
A STORE r
Mindaneo, one of the Philippine
e0u6HT A PENNY
SO
group.
In the Western hemisphere, the
----t6ox OF MATCHES.
ON S. C0113
highest elevation is Mount Aeon'cagua. 22,834 feet. in South Amer- I
I ica. between Argentina and Chile.
.Mount McKinley in Alaska is North .
'America's highest. 20.300 feet.
By IR‘'Es! S. COBB
I The Dead Sea, in Palestine. is
1.290 feet below sea level: the LibTHE time was in the early beers of a riew day; the place was th••
yan Desert in Africa. 440; Death
lobby of a hotel on a ilswntown side street in New York: the
gaiecipal character was a wen-.:reed gentleman in an alcoholic
California. 280. and the Csswhe had come in and registe,: fir th, night a few minutes iariles
pian Sea in Russia 86 feet below.
Many areas in various parts of
the world which are r. iw siibmereed were once dry land. Ssme of
these valleys off the csast of Cali.'
fornia have been charted in recent
years by the C. S. Coast and GeoOthers have been
detic Survey.
"Arm half iresse.i, h.: descended the stairway frem the secers!
discovered off the Atlantic coast'
sod stood swaying slightly in front cf the desk.
between Chesepeake Bay and Cape
"Nish' Night Clerk." he said politely but thickly, "I'll lave requesh
Cod.
you gimme 'nosier room?
Such changes are still taking
"Well, sir," stated the clerk, "we're a little creweied. 1 den't kr.cw
s
whether I could shift yeu immediately. It's pretty late, you know."
place. Only last year the British
"Mist? Night Clerk," said the guest in a ccurteous but firm voice,
-en
that Thompson
reported
Admiralty
room."
"I repeat—mush gimme 'nosier
and Lindsay Islands in the South
"Isn't the room I gave you comfortable?" rarleyed the functik nary.
"Sheems be perry so," admitted the transient. "Nevless, mush
Pacific had vanished after being 07:
IA be moved 'mediately."
the charts since 1825.
//s
'Well, what's the matter with ysur room!" demanded the pestered
shirk.
'/Iess'ereis's
Honesty is the best policy, but
i 4
The stranger bent forward, ard with the air of is:two-tins a secret
oddreased the clerk in a husky whisper:
other kinds such as fire, life and
e
"If you midi know, my room's on fire!"
.accident, should not be overlooked.
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FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON. KENTUCKY
Larger acreages of hay rise Om
A NTW COTPON PRODUCT
wall cricks and checking,
the process of making a whip
The Seattle product Is said by the developed interest In snow Ilwo.
this should be allowed full freedom
What may prove to be an im- Council ii, be in line with experi• stock This trend la cowl/Mid 10
Iii crack his whip as long as It lasts
The only trouble Is that the bark portant new use for cotton is seen merits conducted by the Department iniportant factor in ImPalialarig
seen gets rather stilt, and the rattle. In a ply-board recently developed if Agriculture In the use of cotton productivity of the land
by a Scuttle building materials fabric covered wall board. Test
snake effect is lost.
After all, the bark whip was just manufacturer, according to a recent homes built by the department thus
Racing a train to a crowing OP
SY
a bark whip. The thing that all,statement by the National Cotton far have proved satisfactory, it was
no fun when the race end. ID a
OVI4FiZe/a/rM,
P,0
raid.
boys wanted to do was to wield the Council,
'ag
genuine leather rattlesnake whip
WESTERN KENTUCKY
The new n(Mild, URPfi In interior
that the he-men of the threshing construction, is manufactured in
TSACHERS COLLEGE
VARNIER14 INCREASE
SUBSCRIBE FOR—
hitch
horses
to
the
used
drive
crew
naiads long enough to cover the enSOWUHG GRUM. KY
GRAZING LIVESTOCK
Cosuaorelal- Appool
011”41.
of
891710
ed to the "power."
(It.' wall of a room, requiring only I
LoolivUlo Courl4grosi
uountry
the
of
long
possession
DARR It illPfd
yards
tinctive
whips were two or three
Douirylilo
four panels to completely cover the
Whilst hogs have been ranking
St. Look Poot-Dbrpotole
bry was a bark whip, especially if and could be wielded with all the roem.
•
in
Wm Globe lloomooroll
first
point
income
Simpson,
of
in
did
it
all,
After
he had it himself.
grace now practiced by wild WestThe manufacturer states that lab- Logan, Todd, Christian and ColdC
o Horald-Szassisar
When toys are so plentiful that take some skill to make a good erners ut a rodeo We did not prac
o Armoires
oratory tests fleet- proved the new , well counties in Kentucky, a study
few children can keep up with whip and to keep it for any lengt'i tire cutting cigarettes from someClause
Tribes*
as
to
times
four
thirty
board so b..
by
made
the
Agricultui
al
Experitheirs, It sounds silly, I know, for, of time. Little boys did not own body's mouth, but I have known strong as other boards now being
Just
Phone
75S
ment
Station
indicuted
that
farmers
me to tell how we valued ours in jack-knives; they were too danger- !,mintry boys who could do equally
marketed. Impact resistance IS ere tending to build up herds of
the old country days. A very dig- ous for little fellows When one got clever feats. By the way, to plait
JACK
EDWARDS
much greater than that of fibre and
;nr,fl dairy
n nitI-' ;1,,I 01,4 11
big enough to have a big knife, he one of these long leather whips and plaster boards, the laboratory o
hod to use it, and whittling or
do as fine a jiib of your work as port states
11/111111101•11111..lift,
things came as a matter of many people could do represented
Accurate
Advantageous characteristics gr.
course.
another of the arts not now so comWORKMANSHIP
len the product by its cotton fibre
mon.
a
cut
At Low Cost
whip,
bark
To make a
man"
But bade to hickory and papaw.'covering as listed by the
Waltham, Clocks ê Ono now
straight limb of hickory or papaw. !
joy.
of All Kinds Accurately ReBoth of these varieties of trees were lecturer include fire resistance,
paired at Low Cost by—
Carefully peel the bark from the .designed especially for whips and heat conductivity, rodent and vet
tip, leaving enough of the end for whistles. Cut off a length of either, min resistance and water resistanc,
ANDREWS
The cotton covering allows in,.
JEWELRY COMPANI
a handle. Cut out the peeled pert with no knots showing. At the little
of the wood except a small portion, end of the length shape up your mediate painting or papering of th,
which should bw sharpened to bli nil whistle. Then tap the outside of walls as quickly as they are put
in with the whip. If you are not the bark gently all around with place without the customary delaI MON CITY, TENNESSEE
very skilled, you had better divide t the handle of your pocket knife, not caused by plastering. In oddity.'
Guaranteed Radio Repair
the bark into three string', to be too hard, for that would break the the covering assures the absence '
SERVICE
made into a whip. It is a mark of bark. Then with a deft twist remove
real art if you can plait a four-ply the bark. Trim down the wood inwhip and make it round, like a side to make your whistle and
rattlesnake. Some of the first ones mouth piece. If you want to get a
RAGIOTRICIAN
1 plaited looked snaktolike. that is, siren effect, cut off the mouth piece
after a snake had swallowed a few from the rest of the wood, leaving
WESTERN AUTO
frogs and a setting of hen eggs. A the core to run up and down as a
.1ssociale Store
leather thong or a piece of binder sort of piston, to give variations of
Lake St. Phone 112 Fulton
twin, makes a good cracker, Any sound. I forgot to tell you to run
cot.- thr,Jeli the core of the whistle through
oev
110 II,:
ur mouth to get it moist. After
you start whistling, it will usually
Le moist enough and to spare. Then
For the Best In New Furniture
whistle until some one with jittery
nerves makes you stop or until the
SEE
whistle dries at night and breaks
We boys could not express enough
contempt for the ignoramus who in
making a whistle tried to use the
big end of the limb. That to us
For Bargains In(rd Furniture
'-bowed how little sense the human
sEE
animal could have. But do not take
too many airs to yourself in making a whistle, for the best of us
The 85 h.p. Ford gave best gas
often made a failure, for it is a
delicate matter, because of the namileage of a// standard-drive
ture of the bark and the state of the
at its price in the annual,
cars
sap. All things of artistry come v.ih
officially supervised Gilmoredifficulty and must be respected for
this difficulty.
Yosemite road test!
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40,000 Rolls Wallpaper For Saki
5C

per roll up

Tayloe Paint & Glass Co.

HERSCHEL BARD

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.

FOR GAS ECONOMY!

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
QUALITY COAL COSTS LESS

For years we have been serving the people of
this vicinity, bringing them better quality coal
that gives more heat than ordinary coal. Let
us take your order for prompt delivery.

BEELERTON NEWS

Mr. and Mr.. Gid Binford and
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Binford of .
Crutchfield and Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Hicks spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil Binford and Larry.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Hancock and
family spent Sunday in Murray
—PHONE 51-with their daughter. Mildred. They
motored to the Gilbertsville Dam
site in the afternoon.
Nfr. and Mrs. Dick McAlister and
1101
11
.
.
111111111111111111=111111111111111111111111.1111111
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Hicks spent
Sunday in McKenzie with Mrs. Inez
Walker and Misses Jean Hicks and
Frances Walker.
Jetty McAlister spent Sunday
with little Hazel Dean Beard.
Mrs. Dentis McDaniel spent Sunday afternoon with Rev. and Mrs.1
Ed Nall and family.
Mr and Mrs. R. C. White and;
family and Mr. and Mrs. Chester',
, Leg:, spent Sunday m Martin with:
Mr and Mrs George White.
Mrs Gladys Gardner spent Sunday afternoon with Mrs. Mettie .
Guyn.
Mr. and Mrs. Farris Smith and !
family of Martin visited Mr. and ,
Mrs. L. L. White Sunday. They all
visited Mr and Mrs. Frank Barber
of Fulton.
I Mr and Mrs. S. J. Walker and
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Kirby and son
s
slow
"pep,"
If your car acts tired, lacks
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Pleasant Rudolph and family of
down on hills, lags in traffic .. . it's a sure sign
Paducah.
of Spring and the need of a Spring tonic.
There is to be an ice cream supper at Beelerton school Saturday
It's time for a THRIFTY motor tune-up
night, June 1. The supper is being
now. Let us adjust and tune your car perfecti
--isonsored by the ladies of the Wesfor maximum performance. It costs little anil
Church. Everyone is invited.
-'y Church
saves you MUCH. You will spend less for gaThe Children's Day services will,
warn
in
oil
eliminate dangers winter-worn
..• held at Wesley Church Sunday.
weather ... PLUS the pleasure and satisfactic!'
,.inc 9.
frt,
trouble
and
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar McMorris and
of top notch performance
t.trntly and Kenneth and Daniel
Spring motoring.
•;ardner spent Sunday with Mr
Ind Mrs. Dewey Johnson of near,
Clinton.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Bockrnan
.•Id daughter spent Sunday with
71r. and Mrs. Byron McAlister and

CITY COAL COMPANY

Is Your Motor
Noisy? Sluggish?
Gas Greedy?

FOR PERFORMANCE!

FOR FINE RIDE!

Ford cars took the first four places
in the 3700-mile Argentine
Grand Prize road race, setting
new speed records for this classic
event!

A soft, steady, sure-footed bigcar riding quality that's one of
the most talked-about developments of 1940!

FOR BRAKING POWER!

FOR SMOOTHNESS!
The only 8-c)finder engine
any car at low price!

in

The biggest hydraulic brakes
ever used on a low-price car!

For Sop 14 be IS...Food'sof Orlorrotossor.
MUM la swim... See say ford deg*

FOR INEE-1111111
Rear-seat passengers enjoy more
knee-room than in any other car
at the price!

It Needs A Motor TuneUp for A Spring Tonic!

Shop Thoroughly Equipped - Experienced
Mechanics

FOR MECHANICAL QUALITY!
The only semi-centrifugal clutch, giving lower
pedal pressure at shifting speeds. the only
hardened valve seat inserts for all engine
valves ... in any car at
low price!
tour Ford Dealer wants your
deal . . . See haw today!

ERENT
.0IFF
SEEN
EVER
OLIVE
0 CAR

Wrecker Serriee-Day or Night

Phone 60

Bob White Motor Co.
"SERI-ICE WITH A SMILE"

FROM"lNY

Wendel Conr spent last week
with his grandparents. Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. Conn. of near Union City
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Conn visited
his parents Sunday and Wendel returned home with them.
Little Alton Barnes ef Fulton,
spent last week with his aunt and
uncle. Mr and Mrs Wesley Beard
and Hazel Dean.

•..11......L•WrifeR..
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FULTON COUNTY NEWS. FULTON. KENTUCKY
ridden eleetric refrigerator part costing 110
tin ay know of Mrs Wens Mauphi'm re- of Springfield, Mass , has
Mrs. Annie Turner I. t
fined to his bed almost a year.
opera- a bicycle 44 years without an acci- from a company iii the United Statappendicitis
an
from
to
covery
Tenn,
Jackson.
James 'Thomas Walker is much afternoon for
es. To comply with the request for
graduation exercises of tion in Fulton hospital several days dent.
improved and able to be up at this attend the
speed, the U 8 firm paid out $385
daughter, Miss Annie Laurie ago
her
Miss Mildred Walker of Fulton Is writing.
Some who are interior decorating
A firm In Lima, Peru, ordered an in air mail stamps to rush it on.
Union University.
from
Turner,
LuthMrs.
and
Mr
Those visiting
Messrs. Athel
visiting Mr. Henry Walker and
Mrs. Cecil Cruce spent Tuesday in around here are.
er Byars Sunday afternoon were
Erich's. Clyde Johnson, and °Out
family thia week.
Tenn.
Nashville,
and
Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. J W
few daya.
Miss LaVerne Burnett spent Fri will begin in a
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Laird visit- 'son Jere and Mr and Mrs. Arnie
June Hui wood ham been ill sc‘
BonduDuisie
Mrs.
with
night
Sunday
Scott
ed Mr and Mra Wade
Cashon, all of Dukedom.
gral days due to malaria
family.
day.
Miss Ruth Byars spent the week- rant and
Mr and Mr*. Ralph True, Si
rul
Mrs. Walter Wright is suffering end with Miss Ouida Violin in
visited relatives here Is •
Louis,
IHENCMAIKERM
CAYCE
Mini
In They spent Monday in
with a cold.
..k
•
v.
mrt
Club
Iltmlemakers
Covey
The
Mr. Hayden Donoho remains a- i phis.
A lute time WIIS had by all wI
that meeting wilt;
Little Jere Thomas is spending NI•ttithiy in on all
bout the same, having been conLunch was attended an ull-day quilting in t ,
with his grandparents and Ntrs Nlave Hampton
week
the
Vrif1:1 Nlay 31
dull 111.111 cl.r l'oOkIng hu•muu of Mrs. norilly Dora?, '
will attend the Bible School at the tutu rut Is
40
where
Wednesday,
past
ing
nwet
asHo
tutu Ii Th.. I.U..11.11.,S
n f t,,u Ill 4-1 LC t.'
Iii C
First Baptist Church in Fulton.
the pr,a1,-itt, Mtg. took part. A pot-hick hinelleon
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Innem have , as oper-.1 l's
The minutes served at noon.
ttliirant
It
Daisie
Louis.
St.
from
visitors
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Lassiter
iii- rust and 14 /1.1.111 1/1•rs answer weeka
the
spent
Byars
Hilda Gray
Lai. ,t .1 • c
with Oliver flardy, Billie Burke, Jean Parker
Sedalia visited parents. 111,
gave
!liar
niernlier
Each
till
I
roll
hi
Brown,
Jean
end with Martha
June Lang and James Ellison
B. Lassiter Sunday.
L.
Mrs.
and
motto.
mother
drove
a
Lawson
Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
daughters, Dix.
and
Miller
Mrs.
on
outdoor
Also shorts
project
major
The
afternoon.
to Hickman Sunday
MAY 1I-JUNE 1
lead- and Luiclle, Detroit, were here vi
Miss Margaret Lawaon is visit- meals was given by the foods
minor Bing home folks the past wec,
TROPICAL LOVE'
ling her parents for a few days. 8ht er, Mrs. Jim Ammons. The
Saturolay, June 1
given They are the family of Dr. Y. \'
iIs attending Murray State College.'project on better speech, was
-f
resident
7,
former
deceased,
Miller,
Thompson.
by the agent, Mrs.
1 Th.. song, negro spiritual. entitled Dukedom.
Doyle Friel& and Marjorie WI'-.'
•
-Massa, Dear." was sung and games
were played for the recreation pro- brook are out for summer vacati•••
STEELE
BOB
with
II
gram. The meeting was then au- here, since the closing ol Fulton
Serial and Comedy
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Newton and pourned to meet in June with Mrs the past week.
Mrs. Inv? Vincent Is in:fist/us,
on of Memphis. Tenn., spent the Lyle Shuck.
a victim of MIIITIVS.
...-ek-end with Mr. and Mrs. Lot'
Sunday and Monday, June 2-3
Hampton.

MT. CARMEL NEWS

AM
ORPHEUM PROGRAll
Admission ioc To

"ZINOBIA"

fir. uixon

CAYCE NEWS

lip? HMI
NEWS—COMEDY
SUNDA1 - MONDAY TUES.
JUNE 2-3-4
THEY LI 00
YOUR HEAR>,
•011
VI
W•0,040r
AI:
,

Ciallttantalliagn
Ilinnalailawitrelal wins
NI tt S — NOVELTY
it I DNEsDAY - THURSDAY
JUNE 5-6

foitOr'

SATI RD/LT
FAHLAY
MAY 31-11 NE I
CHARLES STARRETT

"Outpost of tlw
;"
Mountir.,
Ii. 2 lorra's 1-11:11(c•11: 1.1.0.11
SUNDAY-MONDAY
RIC/IARD DEC
CHESTER MORRIS
LUCILLE BALL

"TOMBSTONE TERROR

1

Mr. and Mrs NI:mike Tiondu.•
0, visiting Mr. and Mrs. floW
Memphis, Tenn
Mr, Ki••11. th
Mr. and
.,•nt Monday w•th Mr and Mrs
Ifred Campbell.
The boy scouts, se. qivnit,I.T. Kenneth Oliver and Clyde Corum spent
Friday night on a camping trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Lowe and
Billie Lowe left Saturday for a
months visit with Mrs. Lowe's parents at Danville. Ky.
:Misses Helen and Mary Ann
Simpson, Helen Stallin. and Franspent Monday afternoon
cis
adh Mrs. Raymond Adams,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Johnson spent
liday night and Saturday with
tends at linrnheak. Tenn

7?

CRUTCHFIELD NEWS

"Forgotten Woman

sHORT COURSE IN
POULTRY ItAlsrst

Mr. and N1rs. CI Thu,rt Artinnton
K••• •
Thu. University.
Ftwilt Sat ;,r1.1 son of M;,I,Ien.
a•
night anti Stinchy a ill Mr; I ve of Agriculture
•
t roUrSo - ill r,
CutElla
Mrs.
mother,
Arlington's
•
mine June 17-211. All phase:: of ti'
-1•011. anti att. ;.did th•• Ifotree,
lac,iness will be discu
worms!
it 11,•rtnony. Mrs. Cut-hall
•-p• • ici,sts aid practical i•
with t!,.-111 f -u' a few
. including Dr. D. C. V..
keepers,
bill
breeder.
Mr and Mrs Dce %Vail.. and ren. Kansas
Four points will be stressed:
daughter, Jessie, sp. nt Sunday with
How to manage poultry fur pr 'f
Mr and Mrs. H. C. Down.
How to judge poultry.
Mr. and Mr.• Monroe Holly and
How to identify and control CI
son. Girvis, took dinner Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Lejeune Holly. eases.
- •
flow to test for pullorum
Mrs. Cora Williamson and son.
At the conclusion of the co:::
Billy, of Sturgis. Ky. are visiting
examination will be given lead.•
friends and relatives here.
to permit flock Several from here attended the to tertificates
11.11u-coming at Harmony Sunday. lion and put!,
The Sunday guests of Mr. and provisions of 1,
Mrs. John McClanahan were: Mr. improvement program.
rge Fortner and child.•nd Mrs f
,•:(1 Clarence, Mr. ant1
ren, 1111:i
Mrs. C. A. Turner and daught. r
Barbara Ann, Mrs. Lucy Turnei
ad Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Finch.
Rev. Hopper filled his regular appointment at the M. E. Church Sun,!:.y. There will be preaching liter% it-i's at the M. E. Church Sunday
dternuon, June 9th, also a short
Children's Dar program. Everyone

Although he cycles several hu•
• I •••••• :.• nually. Edward B .

Sigrid (1urie and an :\1151:n u- c•t
News and Comedy

Ii

Wedries(!a.v. Jun,

"Black Limelight"
with 1Zayin4m41 Massey and Good Cast
Selected Shorts
Thursday and Friday„June 6-7

"STRANGE FACES"
‘vith Dorothea Kent and Andy D,vine
Also News and Comedy

I.

111.11ISSIO.N lac to ALL

and

"Marines Fly High"
Latest Paramount News
El I:S. - WED. - THURS.
Double Feature
MARTHA ItAlT

"Farnur's

"
Daughter.

—also—
COMING SOON
TYPHOON'

"Outside Thrte
1,!rnit'

Well Folks, It's Old Man Pickle Again
Still Whittling On Those Prices!
23c
Irish Potatzles, 1.. S. Ao. 1, 10 lbs.
Sweet Potatoes, red, fine for baking, 3 lbs. Sc
Cabbage, fresh green, 100 lbs. 81.65; 3 lbs. 7e
Green Beans, English Peas, really nice, 2 lbs. 13e
Radishes, Green Onions, fresh nice, 2 Weirs. 5c
10e
Fresh Tomatoes, fancy pinks, lb ____
Egg Plant,Cucumbers. Bell Peppers, Really Nice
15c
Lemons, fancy sour, full-o-juice, doz. __
Oranges,California Nacals,sweet juicy, do:. 25e
Bananas, golden ripe, a Pickle bargain, doz. 15c
__ 5c
Potato Chips, regular 10e box for just
Old Dutch Cleanser, has not scratched yet, 3-20c
Tea, Luzianne. '4 -lb for
59e
Coffee, Wise Pick, really good, 3 lbs.
_ lie
Crackers, Ciento. 2-lb box for __
__ He
Jello, Royal, any flat-or, 3 for
10c
Salt, for table, 3 regular boxes __
Corn, Tomatoes. Pumpkin. all No. 2 cans, 2-15e
95e
Pork & Beans. store-pipe can, 3 for ___
Sc
Kula'. wallpaper cleaner, can ______
Breakfast Baton, Morrell, Laclede, Independent, sliced, 2 lbs.----------29c
Sausage, pure pork, made country way. 2 lbs. 23c
17c
__
Pork ('hops, small lean. lb
Pork Roast, should(' cuts, lean.
_ _ 131 2e
Prcreic Hams, really nice, 1 2 or whole, lb
15c
Mutton, small young tender, lb 121 2c and 15c
121 2c
Countru Hog Jowl. '1 or u-hole, lb
Ott()margarine Butter, Valley Park, 0112 oth(r
ilk
ordei, lb
lit us, country dressed, really fancy, pound xxx
FOR BETTER PRICES — QUA'ITV — FOOD -- THERE'
WILL HAVE IN) BE ANOTHER PH KEE GROCERY

PICKLE'S GROCERY
Mir% t 2- 2a
ERIE DEI !VERY ANV11 HERE — ANYTIME
FIRST and LAST STOP—EAST STATE LINE FULTON, KY.

0.0.01111141111•111811"01‘01.....
4‘400.
•

4

GENeitiii WORLD-FAMOUS
Br• n a!:ci • hildrc n.
Mr and Mrs. Everett F•
spent Sunday with the
mother. Mrs. Della Strother,
Mrs. Edna Brown, Mrs. Louis.
Wheeler. Mrs. Verhe Nicholas and
Miss Jessie Wade went to Paducah
shopping Friday.
The Sunday afternoon guests of
Mr and Mrs. II E. Elliott were:
Mr. and Mrs A. E Green. Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Thcumpson and son.
James. Magdalene, and Blundell
Veatch.
Mrs. Ida Yates and daughter, La
Verne and Pauline, attended Decoration services at Old Bethel Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Eicnoore Copelin,
and Mr and Mrs "Pat" Snow spent
Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs. John A.
Moore near Cr)ley.
Mrs. Arlie Batts is on the sick
list this week.
Mr and Mrs. Jess Cashon attendation services at Via Sun.
ed I

AUSTIN SPRINGS NEWS
N:,C..:. t.a%.
Mr
u r r•
returner] to Detroit since
cent marriage, which
.-ere. Both are deserving
Tile and have many good wn.h. 'or a long and happy life together
Mr L. B. Lassiter is somewh.,'
••
.
improved thus week.
injuries in a fall a few
anti ha
Miss
rdal Ives • ..1••
Mayfield soon
home with Mrs Lid llon• $...
Many friends here are glad t,

1,11TIRES
AS LOW AS
FOR

$A49

nrE

S

WITH YOUR
OLD TIRE
(redo irsdi•erib alarkti,

$1.19
1.69
1.79
5.69
5.69
6.59
7.69

4.50 x 21
4.75 x 19
5.00 x 2tr
5.50 x 17
5.50 x 18
6.00 x 16 __
6.50 x 16
Just 1:n-tired Fresh Carload

S. Tires As Good As the Best in Quality

NEW LEADED GASOLINE
SUPER 80, REGULAR GASOLIRE
SUPER 90, ETHYL GASOLINE
II Thr‘r I;asolines Alulirosed

131 2( GAL.
16c GAL.
17c GAL.
hr Ethyl Corporation)

Pipe Line Oil Co.
tu ton

vir

•
4.41.••••",

4,4•••••..
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upon any new feed ingiedieni re
FEEDING ECONOMY
which was prepared by Mem school dress. Girls in Unit III moil nee tendencies toward over-exer
/eatery.
tiers, watt led by Mrs C. R Burn- tiled afternoon outfits and girls in timm, which caused more physical
Hog feedi-rs and breeder we
Every successful livestock feeder
ett. The minor lesson on "Better Unit IV modeled street outfits. Tire 1 harm than good.
are in aware of the importance of scien- among the first to recopy'? Om
LODGESTON CLUB IN MEETING Speech," was given by Mrs Robert outfits were judged by groups, all1 Heavy advance reservations
those ranking in score from 90 to hi-big made in Michigan, as shown tific feeding ax a means toward re- value of soybean oil meal. The 41
The spacious lawn of the club Thompson.
A nominating committee wan lip len received a blue ribbon, those in records if the Battle Creek Sane .1 duced production costa, and a con- perhaps partly due to the fart Reg
house afforded ample room for the
LIIC beans are grown and the mod
members of the Lodgeston Home- pointed by Mrs. Reginald William - ranking filen 80 to 90 received a tarium, a health center. In pumper- sequent increase in his net profits ;
processed in near proximity to the
the
makers Club as they gathered on /UM. %OWL is tormented of Mesdames red ribbon, those ranking from 7(1 ation for a heavy season ahead,
For this reason be in on the alert to principal hog growing sect:rine oe
institution has underTuesday, May 28, in an all-day C H Burnett, Myatt Johnson, and Ii, 80 received ii yellow ribben. staff of the
avail himself of the latest informa-,the country.
efficient
more
departmentaligone
Unit
in
outfits
Frmen
the
group
two
new
ureters.
for
Hill,
Charlim•
WO
merlon, with Mrs. Reginald
lion obtainable as a result e' reFie social entertainment the 3 and 4 were selected. Ruth Brow- zation in recent months, according search and experimentation by exhems presiding. Tlim• meeting was
One of the leading stockmen ix
the
adminisCorrell,
ti
E.
Dr.
Jeer'
the
modeled
dertionstrat.
der
club
of
4-If
a
grime
enjoyed
picture
Fulton
ripened by singing "Let Us Chms r
the Middle West has referred the
perts in animal nutrition.
trator.
1
Josephinm•
and
best
afternoon
ing
spensordress
Hotpoint," which was
Weary Traveler," and "Camp-1
soybean oil meal as "the hog feedThese studies are being pursued er's friend." It has likewise proved
iel by Bennett Electric Shop at the Brady of Fulton 4-11 club modeled
town flares."
Well facilities fir more than 1,000
state
government,
by
continuously
'e'its value for all classes of live-she*
The major lesson on "Outdoor Malco Theatre. Thmrse present were: the brat Unit IV outfit and was
patients and guests there is service
and private experiment stations, ,and poultry, being um, of the met
J. R. lected te represent the Fulton CounTeli
insholing the peen day Mesdames Myatt Jeleison,
for ciimpli-te ne.dical diagnosis, inpublic
made
are
and the findings
Peelle If. I'. Rohe)Is, T. E. Wil- ty 4-11 clubs in the State Style Show
desirable and economical of all peeternal medicine, neuropsychiatry,
Reginald Williamson, C. R. at Lexington June 10 te 14. Jose- suigery, urology, eye-ear-noire and through bulletins and other publi- tein feeds.
concerncations of the institutions
ii nett, Hubert 'eleimpson, Herbert phine's outfit consisted if a printthree. nimattedism, x-ray and radid. Many bulletins on stock feeding
ed silk dress and a blam•I: reclingote
and visitors were Mrs.
ium. A dietary service, started over
and related subjects are issued by. Asked %hat she would do with it
Wade and Miss Frances Asbell. coat, tier hat was a turban made
fifty years ago, includes dietetically
the Department of Agriculture iii umbrellas she purchased at an aro.
from material like her dress, her
balanced menus reel semi-weekly
tem of articles left on street cane
Washington.
The Fulton County Ibminemakers accessories were black pumps and cooking classes.
•
Mrs. A. Gilmore of Seattle, Wash—
new
Association will have play party at black patent bag with white gloves.
America's
years
1
recent
enjoy
In
center
health
at the
replied: "I'll probably lose theca re
The older girls held their Foods, Guests
afternoon, May
Friday
soyschool
Cayce
ingredient,
feed
protein
riding,
ck
high
golf, tennis, horse-ba
c;ROVEN
'street cars."
31 from 2 to 4. Admission will be Clothing and Room Improvement swimming and fishing, in additon bean oil meal, has been increasing
:
r fintODUCT
I0e, which will go toward the fund judging contest with Lucy Carri- to a mechanized gyninasium. Free- ,amazingly in popularity among
OfARENOWN
in cooperating with the County gan, Cayce 4-H club winning first dom to play or rest as one pleases feeders, and it is said that more
The Bendix Aviation Corponetlea
g(NAL/TY
!kalif) department in doing dental in the Footle judging, Ruth Brow- depending upon physical condition, thorough experimental work has ;claims its starter-drive is the werlites
widely used auto equip:rel.
,eirk for the school children in Fut- der, Fulton 4-11 club winning first
Priced within IN.
says Dr Correll, is the secret of a been done by colleges and experi- ;most
Reach of All
ten County. It is urged that every in Clothing judging and Joan Col- successful rest.
ment stations on this product than product.
hememeker and her friends attend. lier, Fulton 4-11 club winning first
iii
Romim Improvement. There was
not a sufficient number of girls who
The 4-11 Club boys and girls of
entered the Room Improvement
rulten County held their Spring
judizing contest to enter the stet,
!tally Friday night May 24, at the
Improvement room contest. The
Coyc.• sch.,I at S um-hick. Approxidemenstration teams contest was
4-If
44
people
G eaFWeeeey
:mended.
150
mately
won by Ann Carrigan and Alberta
girls modeled their outfits
4 'ii,
Mabry of Cayce club on the making
were
enwho
v. suit included girls
of cottage cheese with Martha Sum•
red in 4-1I club project Unit I
Wade and Dorothy Fulli•r winnine
veio had made an apron, towel and
sticend on the demonstration re
a cotton dress. Girls carrying promaking cheese souffle. Tee team
et Unit II modeled pajamas and
winning first will represmnt Fuller) County in the District cm • •
which will be held in Mayfim•ei
Thursday. May 30.
SMOKED
The 4-H Club Council will meet
to 8-LB. AVO.
Nash's ('. & L. Tonic and Laxative May be What with Miss
Elizabeth Williamson at
7 o'clock Friday night, May 31, ti
You Need
231t
select other boys and girls who will
Smoked Hams, 10 to 11-lb arg., lb 180—Magnolia Bologna
lit
medimanufacturing
Ham
in
Boiled
perience
Laxative
and
Tonic
lie—Sliced
the
Week
county at Junior
lb
n•present
Nasfes C & I..
Sliced Bacon, "All-Good"
is net a cure all but if you have no eines and filling prescriptions.
in Lexingten June 10 to 14. Boys
"TRY
s
organic trouble and, yet have that
sav
old druggist Ti)
This
s;ice. AND ; and girls will te chosen on their
SUNNYFIELD
ileepy, draggy feeling caused by N ASH'S C. &
FAMILY
e
and achievement
'
temporary constipation or
FOR ONE WEEK. ant eutetanding wrk
LAXATIVE
'
ness due to an unbalanced diet, you if you are not satisfied your drug- in 4-11 club work,
Southern
other
of
like thousands
moms,. Call
__ 2 cans 15e
Ill eulfund your
21 lbs. 59c—Iona Corn, No. 2
Iona Flour ____
people who have taken Nash's for fist
& L. Tonic and Lax.for
1 cans 27t
No. 2
Sauce,
20c—Apple
the firs: time will probably be siirlb
____
C50c•
-N;•
s
Powder
.`e.h
Baking
Calumet
I•
t"
prised at the beneficial results y
r'Sti
Drug
For sale by all go-.d
receive from taking this Southern
Esans Drug Co
SOUTHERN
product. It is made in the South by and featured liy
•• Tm. •,•-•••
SPICE
le •
and
exyears
forty
of
an old drugent
Three hundred 4H club members
atfrends
and
and thmir parents
__ doz. leo_ _ ea. 25c—Doughnuts
Cocoanut Layer Cake
tended tee county 4-H Spring Rally
__ do:. 5c
Rolls
9c—Dinner
oar
ori!'tcet at Cayce High School Fri1r2-lb
A & P Bread
day night. Mae 24. The proeretre
eorsisted of boys and girls denies:
se-alien teams centestine ter C01111
te veneers for weich a tee • !!•
_lb 18e
city of Km ntteaky Ti' ee
__ 3 cans 2.i'—Red Circle Coffee
lona Spinach. No. 2
es Wm sk is the reware. A'
-__ lb 20e
Coffee
11c—Bokar
cans
2
__
4
No.
Hominy,
14,e
imse m f the g:rim in :le

HOMEMAKERS NEWS
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DON'T MISS
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P's Big Bargains!
G
lb. 15c

FEEL LAZY • DRAGGY - SLEEPY

PICNICS

24-1b. bag 61c

FLOUR

HOME AGENT NOTES

BiFis Fringin7 His Bride...
LET'S CALL ft
_
PAINTER MOW!

each 15c

BAR CAKE

3-1b. bag 39c

8 O'CLOCK COFFEE

';

A

Ase. CZ:7.::.1!1 a 4 .A14 , --,a Ma!
.
-sen the girls
se, st
r • •
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FRESH EGGS
HOG LARD

,0

COL. )RS BY NAlleftt.—.PAINTS BY POISRURGI4

PREAD the happiness and cheer
of nature's gay tints throughout
first let us advise you on color
But
your home.
schemes. Our yeillX3 of experience in the paint
business is at your disposal. We will show you
exactly what shades are most suitable for your
room an bow to resiecorate in one day. You'll
ew Pittsburgh Color Book extremely
also find
u want, we will recommend a reliable
helpful.
You'll find our delivery
Contractor.
Painting
service prompt and efficient. Won't you call on
us for your painting needs?

S

WAIL RSPAR
ENAMEL
Ont coat make.
furniture and
woodwork spar
kle •-th nein life

!Mill IVA

cell
mg's. Looks het
Lestsionger
Bc-st results'

WATCA
155•111
•IMO •••
le.

Jme RasWeek Harold Pee in
e e won in the (-suety t rracies
•m st and will represent Felten
eety in a State wide terracieg
contest at Junior Week.
Five boys will leave for the University of Kentucky on June 10 to
spend a week as guest of the UniJunior
versity while attending
Week.
J. E. Humphrey. Field Agent in
poultry front the college of Agriculture has been in Fulton County
Thursday and Friday of this week
to conduct a two-day poultry tour
The purpose of the tour is to discuss the problem of feeding poultry, diseases of poultry and the selection of cockrels to keep for
breeders.
The tour started at H. C. Sams
at 8-30 Thursday, May 30, and continued to John Dawes 930; Jim
Dawes 10.30: Raymond Brown 11 30; E. A. Carver 1:00; Paul Wirams 2:00; C. A. Binford 3 00, and
I. Re Jeffree 4:00.
The tour Friday. May 31, will
start at Lewis Thompson at 830
And continue to A A. Donoho e -se.
M F. Inman 10 30; Hugh Garrigen
11 30. Henry Maddox 1:00; Jim
Hepler 2 00; Paul Davis 3:00 aed
Ernest Jenkins 4.00. Yeu are :nye.
ei to attend these meetings with us

Easy to appiy.

DE MYE.12,b,DRLIG CO,

PITTSBURGH
S

PAINTS

eted.f
'
eetMet4 fel te
SUN PROOF
WAllHIDE • flORHtDE • WATERSPAR •

AMERICAN VACATIONS
As much as five billien dollars
mac been spent in a year by Amere
'MIS 071 vacations and recreations,
evermimg to a recent estimate. With
European travel Cut off more vacslion money will be spent in tees
-emery during the coming mane:
imeetay months than (Wel' before in
eistory.
Medical authorities assert that
greater attention is given to health
btueding vacations, AS aganst for-

CAKE FLOUR

.? pkgs.
pkg. 12e

4-1b. carton 29c

Pt Ph

2 cans 15e
quart 25c

Baby Food _
Corn Flakes. Sunnytield. 3 lg. pkg 25c—Bein:
Pickles
12c--Sweet
pkg.
Krispies
Rice
Kellogg's

e;esems: ,
'see e •
‘-;1

I doz. 1.6c

SERVF EGGS
EVERI DAV

1 2-lb 21c—Cracker Jack
25c—Sure-Je 11. for jellies

Our Own Tea
Dill Pickles _

WALLNIDE

1

2,m -lb
PKG.

SUNNYFIEI.D

15c

25e
3 Ira bottles 25c—Erap. milk. Whiesc, 1 tall cans 10c
Tomato Catsup
bars
3
__
sizes
5c
Candy.
27c—Bar
Qt.
__
Page
Ann
Salad Dressing,

TREET --ALL

AILMOIL R
-Pt RPOSF

.4 & P Grape Juice
Roll Butter

MEAT

PINK SALMON
Lux Flakes, sm. 10e
Old Dutch Cleanser

12-oz. can 23c

2 pints 2:c—Red Cross Towels
_ lb 29c--13'aldorf Tissue'

tall can 15c

__ lg. 23e—Bisguick
2 cans 15e—Table Salt

HEINZ KETCHUP
Quaity Meats in Our Market
Buffalo Fish. dressed. lb 12c
Pork Chops, center cut. lb 23c
Mulkn, leg 13c. fort. lb 11c
Beef Roast. choice chuck. lb
lb
Pure Pork Sausage
lb
Bacon. country style.
Steak. round or sirloin, lb

18e
lie
13c
Pk

3 rolls 25c
I rolls 18c

la-o: pkg. 29.'
_ 10-lb bag 19e

large bottle 17c
Fresh Fruits & Vegetables
Green Peas h.-grown. lb 5c
3 lbs. 10c
Turnip Greens
lb 5I.
Squash, yellow
2 lbs. 15.
51.
bunches
2
3 bunches
Green Onions
10 lbs. 29.
Potatoes. new red

Green Beans
Radishes

ARM
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fort, III, sneezed and a bullet sc.
Norway also exported consider- merchant can no longer disregard'
by force. And what the President ask,
cidentully fired into his head in
lung dreaded, doubted
the
to
affect
foodstuff
they
for
and
world affairs
ed was that we give all we have uble raw material
1920, emerged from a nostril.
many, had some at last. liolland
been
NOMIC HIGHLIGHTS'''.
has
she
prid of wheat anti corn, hogs and
to getting an adequate force ready England Now that
bombers
her
and
busiwas Germany's
Never Iles one of Mr. Roosevelt's drawn into the war her export
cotton in Chicago and Galveston LIM
-Unable to get Into a house In
but 30 minutes flying time many speeches met with so enthusi- ness will dwindle to almost zero. well as In London and Paris.
There was no lightness In Presi- were
Greeithltlie. England, it cat knocked
has this latest war
effect
What
herdRepubliDie',
reception.
forces
Belgian
a
astic
The
'
dent Roosevelt's voice when he ad- from London.
three tinws with the door knocker
newspapers endorsed it almost development had on farm prices?
dressed the Congress with his re- had all but capitulated. The Brit- can
Frank- until admitted.
West
if
about
up
gone
Darnell,
already
has
William
Wheat
newsDeal
New
than
less
no
tote'.
quest for 0 national defense pro- ish and French were falling back in
papers. Ex -President Hoover said 5e on the bushel; corn and cotton
gram unprecedented in our peace- The greatest military machine in
firmly, "The President is right." prices are also up.
flying
the
only
was
swastika
There
the
.
history
history,
time
all
Ge rmany's tagillre of Demmo
Republican minority in Condeepest gravity—even as there was above, ,,,
it pressed inexorably for - The
with few exceptions, prom- should mean coal, in the pockets
gress.
the
on
wonder
and
worry
only
ward.
Mid-Western and Southern f., t ,.
ised full cooperation.
V r total
ers. It as only logical for 1:';
problem before the President
The
—
The President's request for 50,- to turn to the U. S. and
and the Congress was not whether
000 nand:int-a coupled with a plant fluty stein find hogs a very !
the United States would go to war.
capacity edequatt• to replace that able investment.
There can be no dteibt that interin• many annually. literally "brought
Many expect Hitler to strike
immensely
has
spirit
ventioniat
Truck.
good
tires
$154
Ford
1-Ton
tin- doss n the house" That was to be the Balkans next. If this llama •
were
there
even
if
creased—yet.
5100.
tires
I 1.2 Ton Ford Truck, good
dtalbterm still the granary of South-eastern Fa
:minima support for sending an expected. For few
efficacy of the air- tipC will no longer supply Frio .
t 1-Horse Hay Presses. each 512a
F abroad again, it tould not question the
al00 '
It has not definitely proven and England. This should furn,•
1 Motor Hay Press
be done now. Our army is small. arm
„laity eo destroy major war- effect the price of farm products.
1 Oliver Disc' Harrow, 6-feud 540 and in need of vital supplies. Our Its
ships, but it has proven beyond
1 Oliver Walking Plow, good ".air force is minuscular beside that
The Balkans also furnish oil for
FULTON, KENTUCKY
foreign powers. Our question its ability to harass, to dis1 John Deere Hoe Cultivator, hiller' of the great
British and the Allies' machines. Should these
The
wreck
to
organize,
for
geared
not
industrial machine is
Under Perfectly Sanitary Con1154
battlefield,
next
the
Maintained
be
Pool
countries
shovels
of
and 2 sets
admit then air inferiorsis, war. It would, say the authorities. the French
the Allies must look tea the U. S
to
for swimming. You'll enjoy
leading
factor
water
prime
Finest
the
dition.
1 Oliver Riding Plow
was
ity
to
;take a year and perhaps more
for gasoline or operate their
1 Oliver Disc Cultivator ...... • $211 prepare, equip and provide trans- their failure in Norway. And air
visit.
regular
;I
a major factor in planes and tanks.
1 Black Hawk Corn & Cotton, Pea. port and supplies for a significant superiority was
Lifeguard On Duly All The Time
the success of Hitler's blitzkrieg in
Although 3000 miles from the n
force.
expeditonary
$45
.....
Fertilizer
Bean
&
the Lou. Countries—even as it was zone, our economic life is mate':
1 John Deere 52 Plow, 12-inch $90i So immediate war was not the last fall in the astonishingly swift
ly affected by changing war col. ;
1 McCormick-Deering Mower S25 problem. The problem was how- to conquest of Poland. Today airplanes tons. The Mid-Western farmer and
inagainst
ready
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this
make
3 Riding Plows, choice, each .. $5
are any army's eyes. even as they -$50 vasion and attack. The possibility are a great offensive weapon, and
1 Bay Horse, smooth mouth
not
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defeat
allied
of a crushing
a blind army is a beaten army.
$73
1 Bay Horse. 8 years old ....
mentioned. but all think it was upThe Sii.01,11 warplane n•quest. of
$50 permost in the President's mind.
1 Bay Horse. 10 years old
course', entails a long-term program
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And if that happened. and Ger- —it is estimated that it will be at
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USED EOUIPMENT

Sunny Dip Pool

15 - 25c

Admission

SPECIAL RATES FOR PARTIES

GARLIC Helps Fight
Intestinal Poisoning!

FR

WILLIAMS HARDWARE
COMPANY

OM,

wIEVIElpst

John Deere Dealer
Fourth St. Phone 169 Fulton. ha

rso&\

'

A.14

UNEXCELLED WRECKER SERVICE

For Baby Chicks,Hogs,Cattle,Horses
and all kinds of livestock
Custom Grinding and Mixing A Specialty

In time of trouble we are prepared to serve you
and have the finest wrecking equipment in
Western Kentucky
Expert Repairing Accessories, Parts

BOB WHITE MOTOR CO.

Highest Quality — Best Prices

Buick and Pontiac Dealers

Browder Milling Co.

—EAT AT--

FULTON, KY.

LOWE'S CAFE
Modernistic and Comfortable
Good Food Screed Right
OPEN DAY & NIGHT

i-tA'1lttiion

Dotiire. Can't Wc Wrong

IT'S SPRING!
Motor Tune-Up Time
It a Spring: Time to prepare for new
things . . . to travel to new place's
. to
explore new roads . to take the overcoat
off your ear You'll get mote 1-'
,,ehre e
the most enjoyable motoring
year if a-ou let us put your car in tet r„
shape. Take advantage of this special ntune-up .

16 Point Spring
Inspection
2—Test beitery
3—C.heek transmi:e, - nr.3
ential
4—Water battery
5—Air tires
6—Clean windows
7--Grease front wheels
8—Spray sprint.,
9—Adjust bral , •
10—Adjust earl m-; r
11—Test fuel pump
13--Test distributor
13—Clean and adjust spark nhigs
14—Adjust fan belt
15—Clean generator
•;
16—Insns
anto s••

• ••

Brady Bros.
GARAGE

it MS

hudget and a ge
cantle d.. ht. it will be difficult to
raise the I-.undreds cl millions mill%cry expansien demarus without
further disturbing our tetichy econemw structure. But as a White
}louse spokesman observed, when a
fire approaches your house you
don't worry about how- to pay for
extinguishers—you charge them and
eur.sider ways and means to meet
the bill later And that Sal-rfls to be
the ge•-.eral attitude new
- Wit!: a (1;
.;
,

—
Money
Talks

Install a Wiwlern Flectrk Rance and Tour
Kitchen Will Re Cooler—tleaner--Pleas-'
tinter Than Ever Before, You'll Get Better Cooking Results, You'll Sore Time
and Lai.or In Preparing Meats .
of
About half the Coat You'd Expect.
With an Electric Range you cook without fuel
or flame. Top "burner" heat is applied directly
against cooking utensils. Chen heat is retained
hea•y insulation 5..) that practically none
escapes into the room. There's positiyely no
smoke or smudge to soil curtains, woodwork,
pans or hands.
Tsui methods of cooking with accurate automatic time atid temperature controls pmerve
nouriahing elements and appetizing flasors of
ssgttablts and meats unit almost no shrinkage.

By
Frederick Stamm. FiNcriomiat
Director of Adult Iducation

UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE,

IN

The ncw
Ramzes Arc of course
fast, r .ind more ciliciint than older models and
for the a'.. rage family,
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